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systematic phonics instruction
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What is Explode The Code®?
Research-Based Reading 
Instruction
Students in the early grades need systematic instruction 
in phonics to become effective readers. This is exactly the 
type of instruction that Explode The Code provides. The 
Partnership for Reading’s “Put Reading First” report, based 
on the National Reading Panel’s reading assessment, states 
that “Systematic and explicit phonics instruction is more 
effective than non-systematic or no phonics instruction. . . .  
The hallmark of programs of systematic phonics instruction 
is the direct teaching of a set of letter-sound relationships in 
a clearly defined sequence.” The report concludes that stu-
dents who are skilled decoders are shown to have increased 
fluency and improved comprehension.

Explode The Code® by Nancy Hall and Rena Price

How do I fit Explode The Code 
into my curriculum?
Explode The Code can be used in a variety of classroom  
settings. It lends itself to whole class, small group, or  
one-on-one instruction. Students can work on Explode The 
Code while a teacher meets with reading groups. It can be 
used as independent seatwork, as a morning routine, or  
for homework. Explode The Code can also be used in a 
one-on-one tutoring situation with a parent or volunteer. 
In addition, Explode The Code can be used for whole class 
instruction on its own or to supplement your current  
classroom reading program.

Go to epsbooks.com/ExplodeTheCode to find:
• Research paper   • Sample lessons  

• State standards information   • Testimonials

NEW!
Explode The Code (ETC) Online presents
the time-tested content from Books 1–8 
in an online format. For a demonstration  

online, visit ExplodeTheCode.com
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What is Explode The Code?

 Features for You Benefits for Your Students

Systematic instruction in phonetic skills 
 
 

Sequential instruction moving from simple vowel 
sounds to more complex word patterns

Frequent review and reinforcement 
 

 
Consistent format and simple directions

 
Humorous multi-part stories in Beyond The Code 
 

Teacher Guides and an English Language Learner 
Guide with detailed lessons and explicit instructions

Decoding skills are essential for fluency and reading 
comprehension in beginning readers. Students need 
to be able to use graphophonic cues to gain meaning 
from text.

Students build confidence and work at their  
instructional level by building on existing knowledge. 

Review and reinforcement lead to greater retention 
of essential concepts. Variety of exercises reinforces 
concepts through visual, auditory, and kinesthetic 
modalities.

Students are able to work independently without the 
need for extensive teacher guidance.

Students apply newly acquired phonics skills to  
connected text and develop high level  
comprehension skills.

Students can all work from the same texts, as  
teachers have the tools to differentiate each  
lesson to meet individual needs.

Get Ready for The Code A 
Consonants b, f, k, m, r, and t

Get Set for The Code B 
Consonants d, h, j, n, p, and s

Go for The Code C 
Consonants c, g, l, q, v, w, x, y, and z

Books 1 and 11⁄2  
Consonant review 
Short vowel sounds

Books 2 and 21⁄2  
Initial and final consonant blends

Books 3 and 31⁄2  
Long vowels including silent-e  
Digraphs (sh, th, wh, ch, ng, ck) 
Trigraphs (-tch)  
Vowel digraphs (ee-ea, ai-ay, oa-ow)

Books 4 and 41⁄2 
Compound words 
Common endings (-ful, -ing, -est, -ed, -ness) 
Syllable types (open, closed, ending in -y and -le, 
diphthong, and three-syllable words.)

Books 5 and 51⁄2  
Word Families (all-alk, old-olt-oll, ild-ind, qu words) 
3-letter blends (thr, shr, scr, str, spr, spi) 
Diphthong –ey 
Three sounds of –ed

Books 6 and 61⁄2 
R-controlled vowels (ar, or, er, ir, ur) 
Diphthongs (oo, oi-oy, ou-ow, au-aw, ew-ui-ue-ou) 
Vowel digraphs (ea, ie, igh)

Book 7 
Soft c and g  
Silent consonants 
Word patterns (ear, ei, eigh) 
Digraph ph

Book 8 
Advanced suffixes and endings

Scope and Sequence
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Program Components
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Beyond The Code
Engaging stories allow 
students to apply pho-
nics skills in context and 
develop comprehension 
skills. Vocabulary activi-
ties preceding each story 
introduce sight words 
and word patterns 
encountered in the text.

Explode The Code “Half” 
Books
The half books, 11⁄2 – 61⁄2, 
provide additional prac-
tice for every skill taught 
in books 1–6. These are 
great tools to assist in 
differentiating instruc-
tion in the classroom.

Explode The Code 1–8
Eight books provide  
the most practice for 
developing phonics 
skills. Exercises include 
encoding, decoding and 
writing.

Get Ready (Book A), Get 
Set (Book B), and Go for 
The Code (Book C)
Three primers address 
pre-literacy skills, 
and letter formation. 
Twenty-one consonant 
sounds are introduced 
through visual, auditory 
and kinesthetic activities. 

Teacher Guides
Detailed lesson plans are 
available for each lesson 
in books A-8. Phonemic 
awareness, fluency, 
vocabulary, comprehen-
sion, writing and differ-
entiation are included 
for each lesson.

Placement Test 1-8
Criterion-referenced 
diagnostic tool assesses  
specific reading and 
spelling skills taught in 
this series. Results can 
determine entry level, 
placement within the 
series, or specific skills 
intervention.

Wall Chart and Activity 
Book
Felt wall chart  
corresponds to key 
words in the series. 
Activity Book includes 
hands-on activities to 
reinforce skills.

Explode The Code 
for English Language 
Learners
Specific lesson plans for 
ELL students focus on 
vocabulary, grammar, 
reading and comprehen-
sion. Reproducible pages 
included.

Picture-Letter Cards
Sturdy cards feature  
consonants taught in 
Books A–C. Each sheet 
has a picture card, a  
letter card, and a pic-
ture card with the letter 
superimposed.

Code Cards
54 cards for all concepts 
from books 1–3 1⁄2. Side 
one features a word and 
illustration. Side two 
features the concept 
letter(s) in large print. 
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Teacher Resources

Teacher's Guide 1-2, pp. 18-19

▼

Explode The Code Placement Tests are designed 
to assess students' encoding and decoding skills. 
All tests can be given in either a group setting or 
individually, with the exception of Test 4, which must 
be administered individually.  Included are directions 
for administering and analyzing results; answer keys 
and reproducible test forms. This book contains:

Test 1:  Sound Recognition/Phonemic Awareness
Test 2:  Sound-Symbol Relationships
Test 3:  Spelling
Test 4:  Word Reading
Test 5:  Syllable Division
Test 6:  Word Identification

Guides incorporate a 
quick review, phonemic 
awareness, vocabulary, 
fluency and comprehension 
in every lesson. Suggestions 
for writing practice and 
differentiated instruction are 
provided for each lesson.

Books A, B and C Books 1 and 2 Books 3 and 4 Books 5 and 6 Books 7 and  8

Placement Tests

Lessons incorporate 
Code Cards, 
Picture-Letter Cards 
and Wall Chart 
activities.
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Explode The Code for English Language Learners
ELL LEssons and stratEgiEs for ExplodE ThE CodE Books 1, 2 and 3

This comprehensive guide includes:
• ELL pedagogy
• Classroom management tips
• High utility word strategies
• Reading comprehension  

development
• Grammar integration 
• Writing skills development
• 100+ reproducible pages

Strategies to assist students in correct 
sound pronounciation are provided, 
along with tips to avoid common  
mispronunciations.

Explode The Code for English Language Learners 
offers a detailed instruction plan for Books 1-3 
that is specially designed for ELL students.

This approach combines English language  
instruction with phonics, vocabulary, grammar  
and comprehension instruction.

Children are systematically 
asked to create picture-
word connections during 
vocabulary instruction and 
phonic lessons.
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ELL LEssons and stratEgiEs for ExplodE ThE CodE Books 1, 2 and 3

Explode The Code for English Language Learners

An organized lesson planner lists  
the high-utility words (HUW) and 
vocabulary that will be incorporated 
throughout lesson activities.

Extensive Blackline Masters extend  
activities that students find in Books 1-3. 
The Blackline Master pages center upon 
word, sentence and story reading.
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Get Ready, Get Set and Go for The Code Series
studEnt Books a, B and C

Teacher’s Guide A, B, C
Go for The Code Book C, pg. 6

▼

Get Set for The Code Book B, pg. 4

▼

Get Ready for The Code Book A, pg. 11

▼

Listening activities provide 
practice in developing listening 
skills, identifying initial sounds, 
and building vocabulary.

f 1

2

Listening activity instructions 
are included in Teacher Guide; 
for example:

Visual matching exercises 
develop visual discrimination 
and letter recognition. Use of 
capital and lowercase letters 
reinforce letter recognition.

Students practice fine-motor 
skills and letter formation 
through tracing and writing 
consonants.

"I am thinking of 
something you can 
drink from. It often 

sits in a saucer. What 
is it? Say the sound 

you hear at the 
beginning of cup. 

Draw a box around 
the cup."
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anCiLLariEs

Get Ready, Get Set and Go for The Code Series

This felt wall chart provides 
opportunities for classroom 
demonstrations and activities, 
as well as tactile learning for 
individual students.

Wall Chart Activity Book

▼

Picture Letter Cards

▼

Wall Chart Activity Book 
includes over 30 enjoyable, 
innovative games and  
activities to build phonemic 
awareness in early readers.

Picture letter cards 
(set of 21) reinforce 
consonant sounds 
and keyword pictures 
from Books A-C.
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Explode The Code
studEnt Books 1-3

Book 1, pg. 12

▼

Book 1, pg. 13

▼

Students match  
pictures to words with 
attention to specific  
phonetic sounds and  
word patterns.

Code cards set contains a card for every 
concept introduced in Books 1-31⁄2. 
Included are suggestions for daily practice 
activities and games. Each card is marked 
with the book and page number on the 
concept which it is introduced.

Students blend letter sounds  
to encode words using phonetic 
knowledge and sound-symbol 
relationships.

Students can read instructions  
once they have mastered  
several sight words such as 
match, write and spell.
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studEnt Books 1-3

Explode The Code

 Book 3, pg. 83 ▼

Explode The Code for English Language 
Learners, pg. S-90

▼

Keywords for more complex letter patterns 
help increase retention and understanding. The English Language 

Learners guide presents 
lesson extenders for every  
phonetic concept introduced 
in Books 1-3.

Review lessons are 
built into every book.

 Book 2, pg. 55

▼

NEW!
Explode The Code (ETC) Online presents 
the time-tested content from Books 1–8 
in an online format. For a demonstration  

online, visit ExplodeTheCode.com
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Explode The Code “Half” Books
for Extra PraCtiCE and diffErEntiation

Book 5, p. 66

▼

Book 41/2, p. 48

▼

The "Half" books provide 
additional skills practice 
for students requiring 

reinforcement.

Instructions for the "Half" books are also included 
in Teacher Guides noted on pp. 10–11.

Book 4, p. 48

▼
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for Extra PraCtiCE and diffErEntiation

Explode The Code “Half” Books

Book 61/2, p. 59

▼

Book 7, p. 13

▼

Later books introduce students 
to more complex letter patterns. 
Cloze activities help promote 
vocabulary development by  
presenting words in context.

Explode The Code Books 11⁄2–61⁄2  
follow the same scope and sequence 
of the Explode The Code Books 1–6 
for easy classroom management.

Book 6, p. 66 ▼
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Beyond The Code
storiEs to dEvELoP rEasoning and ComPrEhEnsion skiLLs

Beyond The Code, Book 2,  p. 19 ▼

Beyond The Code reading 
selections follow the 
phonetic sequence of 

Explode The Code,  
allowing students to apply 
phonics skills to connected 
text and build meanings.

Engaging pictures add interest 
and provide clues to help 
students construct meaning.

Beyond The Code, Book 1,  p. 5 Beyond The Code, Book 1,  p. 15

▼▼

Beginning 
readers will enjoy 
the story lines 
and character 
development of 
multi-part stories.
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storiEs to dEvELoP rEasoning and ComPrEhEnsion skiLLs

Beyond The Code

Beyond The Code, Book 4, p. 46

▼

Beyond The Code, Book 3, p. 63

▼
Beyond The Code, Book 2,  p. 17▼Beyond The Code, Book 2,  p. 15 ▼

The comprehension questions for  
each story focus on analytical 
and inferential thinking skills.

Fun activities challenge students’ 
thinking and reasoning skills. 

Open-ended activities are great 
for fostering classroom discussion.

Introductory pages for  
every reading selection 
develop vocabulary, provide 
word attack skills and 
introduce sight words
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QUANTITY ITEM # TITLE 1-5 6+ PRICE

1780-ZZ7 Get Ready for The Code, A (80 pp.) * 6.80 4.80 
1782-ZZ7 Get Set for The Code, B (80 pp.) * 6.80 4.80 
1784-ZZ7 Go for The Code, C (96 pp.) * 6.80 4.80 
7403-ZZ7 Wall Chart and Activity Book 48.70 34.10
1787-ZZ7 Picture Letter Cards (81⁄2 x 11) 13.70 9.60 
1460-ZZ7 Explode The Code Book 1 (92 pp.) 7.60 5.35 
1772-ZZ7 Explode The Code Book 11⁄2 (96 pp.) 7.60 5.35 
1461-ZZ7 Explode The Code Book 2 (96 pp.) 7.60 5.35 
1774-ZZ7 Explode The Code Book 21⁄2 (112 pp.) 7.60 5.35 
1462-ZZ7 Explode The Code Book 3 (112 pp.) 7.60 5.35 
1775-ZZ7 Explode The Code Book 31⁄2 (128 pp.) 7.60 5.35 
1463-ZZ7 Explode The Code Book 4 (96 pp.) 7.60 5.35 
1777-ZZ7 Explode The Code Book 41⁄2 (104 pp.) 7.60 5.35 
1464-ZZ7 Explode The Code Book 5 (96 pp.) 7.60 5.35 
1789-ZZ7 Explode The Code Book 51⁄2 (104 pp.) 7.60 5.35 
1610-ZZ7 Explode The Code Book 6 (124 pp.) 7.60 5.35 
1790-ZZ7 Explode The Code Book 61⁄2 (112 pp.) 7.60 5.35 
1646-ZZ7 Explode The Code Book 7 (128 pp.) 7.60 5.35 
1647-ZZ7 Explode The Code Book 8 (112 pp.) 7.60 5.35 
1788-ZZ7 Code Cards 9.20 6.45 
850-ZZ7 Explode The Code for English Language Learners 64.90
851-ZZ7 Explode The Code Placement Test 17.30
852-ZZ7 Teacher’s Guide/Key Books A, B, C * 8.65
853-ZZ7 Teacher’s Guide/Key Books 1, 2 7.55
854-ZZ7 Teacher’s Guide/Key Books 3, 4 7.55
855-ZZ7 Teacher’s Guide/Key Books 5, 6 7.55
856-ZZ7 Teacher’s Guide/Key Books 7, 8 7.55

2401-ZZ7 Beyond The Code, Book 1 (104 pp.) 7.60 5.35
2402-ZZ7 Beyond The Code, Book 2 (104 pp.) 7.60 5.35
2403-ZZ7 Beyond The Code, Book 3 (104 pp.) 7.60 5.35
2404-ZZ7 Beyond The Code, Book 4 (104 pp.) 7.60 5.35

Subtotal

Sales Tax *

Transportation and handling  
 10% or $6.00 if under $60.00

Total-

*  Teacher's Guide A, B, C is required to complete listening activities in student books.


